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Doctor Who The Doctor His Lives
And Times Dr Who
A treasury of intricately detailed intergalactic images
features the intrepid Doctor Who, who travels through
time and space on spreads that invite young fans to find
the doctor hidden among Cybermen, Daleks and other
series-inspired characters and objects. Reprint. TV tie-in.
The Doctor does not like to remember the version of
himself that lived during the Time Wars, when he
crashed on the planet Moldox, where the Dalek took
humans prisoner, and he joined forces with a young
Dalek hunter, Cinder.
Learn your 1, 2, 3 across the stars, with the help of the
Doctor and friends! One Doctor. Two Hearts. Three
Knocks. Four Daleks . . . A Doctor Who counting book
with a timey-wimey twist on every page! Featuring
Doctors, companions and monsters both past and
present, kids of all ages will love this Doctor Who
numbers book. In the wonderful style of T is for Tardis,
this includes stunning original illustrations, in a retro
style, on every page
A new version of this much-loved anthology, with a brandnew story featuring the brand-new Thirteenth Doctor
from literary sensation Naomi Alderman! Twelve
wonderful tales of adventure, science, magic, monsters
and time travel - featuring all twelve Doctors - are waiting
for you in this very special Doctor Who book. And now
they're joined by a very exciting, and very exclusive, new
tale - written by Naomi Alderman, author of The Power Page 1/18
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that will star the Thirteenth Doctor, as she battles to save
the universe with her three close and trusted friends.
Other authors featured are: Eoin Colfer, Michael Scott,
Marcus Sedgwick, Philip Reeve, Patrick Ness, Richelle
Mead, Malorie Blackman, Alex Scarrow, Charlie Higson,
Derek Landy, Neil Gaiman, and Holly Black.
"The inspiring memoir of a young doctor and former
college athlete who became a champion for people
suffering from rare, under-researched diseases--all while
battling his own. A former Georgetown quarterback
nicknamed "The Beast," David Fajgenbaum was also a
force in medical school, where he was known for his
unmatched mental stamina. But things changed
dramatically when he began suffering from inexplicable
fatigue. In a matter of weeks, his organs were failing and
he was read his last rites. Doctors were baffled over a
condition they had yet to even diagnose; floating in and
out of consciousness, Fajgenbaum prayed for the
equivalent of game day overtime: a second chance.
Miraculously, Fajgenbaum survived, but only to endure
repeated near-death relapses from what would
eventually be identified as a form of Castleman
disease--an extremely deadly and rare condition that
acts like a cross between cancer and an autoimmune
disease. When he relapsed on the only drug in
development and realized that the medical community
was unlikely to make progress in time to save his life,
Fajgenbaum turned his desperate hope for a cure into
concrete action: between hospitalizations he studied his
own charts and tested his own blood samples, looking
for clues that could unlock a new treatment. With the
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help of family, friends and mentors, he also reached out
to other Castleman disease patients and physicians, and
eventually came up with an ambitious plan to
crowdsource the most promising research questions and
recruit world-class researchers to tackle them; instead of
waiting for the scientific stars to align, he proposed to
align them himself. More than five years later and now
married to his college sweetheart, his hard work has paid
off: a treatment that he identified has induced a tentative
remission and his novel approach to collaborative
scientific inquiry has become a blueprint for advancing
rare disease research. His incredible story demonstrates
the potency of hope, and what can happen when forces
of determination, love, family, faith and serendipity
collide"-We’re all stories in the end... In this exciting collection
you’ll find all-new stories spinning off from some of your
favourite Doctor Who moments across the history of the
series. Learn what happened next, what went on before,
and what occurred off-screen in an inventive selection of
sequels, side-trips, foreshadowings and first-hand
accounts – and look forward too, with a brand new
adventure for the Thirteenth Doctor. Each story expands
in thrilling ways upon aspects of Doctor Who’s enduring
legend. With contributions from show luminaries past
and present – including Colin Baker, Matthew
Waterhouse, Vinay Patel, Joy Wilkinson and Terrance
Dicks – The Target Storybook is a once-in-a-lifetime tour
around the wonders of the Whoniverse.
The Doctor discovers a Neanderthal man in modern day
London, so he takes a trip back to the dawn of humanity
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to find out how he became displaced.
Discover the new Doctor Who classics. The key to
Earth's destruction lies buried in its past. Visiting Paris in
1979, the Doctor and Romana’s hopes for a holiday are
soon shattered by armed thugs, a suave and dangerous
Count, a plot to steal the Mona Lisa and a worldthreatening experiment with time. Teaming up with a
British detective, the Time Lords discover that a ruthless
alien plot hatched in Earth’s pre-history has reached its
final stage. If Scaroth, last of the Jagaroth, cannot be
stopped then the human race is history, along with all life
on Earth...

In his travels across time and space, the Doctor has
met hundreds of monsters - now, he's created this
handy spotter's guide to the biggest, smallest, tallest,
hungriest, smelliest and most dangerous creatures in
the Whoniverse! In this fantastic companion guide to
How To Be A Time Lord, the Twelfth Doctor reveals,
in tips and doodles, everything you need to know
about each dangerous monster, advice for battling
them and how and when to make a speedy escape.
âe~I'm the Doctor. I'm a Time Lord. I'm from the
planet Gallifrey in the constellation of Kasterborous.
And I'm the man who's going to save your life.âe(tm)
He's made a mark on almost every era of history,
and he's touched millions of lives across space and
time. In these pages you'll find just some of the
stories behind those brief encounters, each of them
addressing the question that must never, ever be
answered: 'Doctor Who?'
This is the story of an
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impossible life âe" of a man who borrowed a
spaceship, travelled through time and continually
saved the universe - as told by the Doctor's friends,
by his enemies, and by the man himself. Letters,
journals, trial records, secret government files and
the occasional bit of tabloid journalism reveal the
never-before-told story of Gallifrey's last Time Lord.
"I'm the Doctor. I'm a Time Lord. I'm from the planet
Gallifrey in the constellation of Kasterborous. And I'm
the man who's going to save your life." This is the
story of an impossible life—of a man who borrowed a
spaceship, travelled through time and continually
saved the universe—as told by the Doctor's friends,
by his enemies, and by the man himself. Letters,
journals, trial records, secret government files and
the occasional bit of tabloid journalism reveal the
never-before-told story of Gallifrey's last Time Lord.
Doctor Who is the longest running science fiction
television series in the world and is regularly
watched by millions of people across the globe.
While its scores of fans adore the show with cult-like
devotion, the fan-contributors to this book argue that
there is an uncharted dimension to Doctor Who.
Bringing together diverse perspectives on race and
its representation in Doctor Who, this anthology
offers new understandings of the cultural
significance of race in the programme – how the
show’s representations of racial diversity,
colonialism, nationalism and racism affect our daily
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lives and change the way we relate to each other.
The Doctor and his companions arrive at a city which
appears to be a haven of beauty, harmony, and
friendship, but they soon discover that the security of
the city is founded on a deadly and appalling secret
The General Problem; the patient's offers and the
doctor's responses; elimination by appropriate
physical examinations; incidence and evaluation of
neurotic symptoms; level of diagnosis; the collusion
of anonymity; the general practitioner and his
consultants; the perpetuation of the teacher-pupil
relationship; advice and reassurance; "How to Start";
"When to Stop"; the special psychological
atmosphere of general practice, the general
practitioner as psychotherapist; the patient and his
illness; training.
The #1 internationally bestselling, gripping true story
of a frontline trauma surgeon operating in the
world’s most dangerous war zones For more than
25 years, surgeon David Nott has volunteered in
some of the world’s most dangerous conflict zones.
From Sarajevo under siege in 1993 to clandestine
hospitals in rebel-held eastern Aleppo, he has
carried out lifesaving operations in the most
challenging conditions, and with none of the
resources of a major metropolitan hospital. He is
now widely acknowledged as the most experienced
trauma surgeon in the world. War Doctor is his
extraordinary story, encompassing his surgeries in
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nearly every major conflict zone since the end of the
Cold War, as well as his struggles to return to a
“normal” life and routine after each trip. Culminating
in his recent trips to war-torn Syria—and the untold
story of his efforts to help secure a humanitarian
corridor out of besieged Aleppo to evacuate some
50,000 people—War Doctor is a heart-stopping and
moving blend of medical memoir, personal journey,
and nonfiction thriller that provides unforgettable, at
times raw, insight into the human toll of war.
All over the world, people are venting their fury at
one another on social media. Dropping their friends,
giving vent to their hatred, and everywhere behaving
with incredible cruelty. Even Donna has found that
her friend Hettie, with her seemingly perfect life and
fancy house, has unfriended her. And now, all over
the world, internet trolls are dying... As more and
more people give in to this wave of bitterness and
aggression, it's clear this is no simple case of
modern living. This is unkindness as a plague. From
the streets of London to the web cafes of South
Korea and the deepest darkest forests of Rio, can
the Doctor and Donna find the cause of this
unhappiness before it's too late? An original novel
featuring the Tenth Doctor and Donna, as played by
David Tennant and Catherine Tate.
They lumbered through space, lurched from the sea, slimed
along ventilator shafts and even visited St Paul's Cathedral.
They were the scourge of the Doctor's many lives: they were
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the monsters. Sending millions of children scurrying behind
the sofa each week, Doctor Who has been host to same of
the mast weird and wonderful species to emerge from the
imagination. Daleks, Ice Warriors, Sea Devils, Cybermen...
whether they dreamed of intergalactic conquest or simply
wanted to survive, the Doctor has met them all. The Doctor
Who: A Book of Monsters takes you behind the scenes of
Doctor Who to meet the monsters and their makers.
In a remote clinic in 18th century Italy, a lonely girl writes to
her mother. She tells of pale English aristocrats and
mysterious Russian nobles. She tells of intrigues and secrets,
and strange faceless figures that rise up from the sea. And
she tells about the enigmatic Mrs Pond, who arrives with her
husband and her trusted physician. What the girl doesn't tell
her mother is the truth that everyone at the clinic knows and
no one says – that the only people who come here do so to
die. An adventure set in 18th century Italy, featuring the
Eleventh Doctor as played by Matt Smith and his companions
Amy and Rory.
Eleven Doctors, eleven months, eleven stories: a year-long
celebration of Doctor Who! The most exciting names in
children's fiction each create their own unique adventure
about the time-travelling Time Lord. Thousands of years ago,
Time Lords built a Prison for the Kin. They made it utterly
impregnable and unreachable. As long as Time Lords
existed, the Kin would be trapped forever and the universe
would be safe. They had planned for everything . . .
everything, that is, other than the Time War and the fall of
Gallifrey. Now the Kin are free again and there's only one
Time Lord left in the universe who can stop them! Author Neil
Gaiman puts his own unique spin on the Doctor's amazing
adventures through time and space in the eleventh and final
story in the bestselling 50th anniversary series!
The DoctorHis Lives and TimesRandom House
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Over billions of years of time travel, the Doctor has run into
his fair share of important people - and he's formed opinions
on most of them too. Now the Twelfth Doctor has got hold of
a history textbook from Coal Hill School, and he's decided to
improve it with notes of his own! From Nefertiti to Robin
Hood, this essential Doctor's guide gives us his unique take
on Earth's most famous historical figures. Through
annotations, scribblings and his trademark snarky humour,
the Doctor has plenty to say about the pudding-brained
humans he's met on his travels. It's history . . . but perhaps
not quite as you know it!
THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER What are you afraid of?
In his first-ever Doctor Who novel, Tom Baker’s incredible
imagination is given free rein. A story so epic it was originally
intended for the big screen, Scratchman is a gripping, whiteknuckle thriller almost forty years in the making. The Doctor,
Harry and Sarah Jane Smith arrive at a remote Scottish
island, when their holiday is cut short by the appearance of
strange creatures – hideous scarecrows, who are preying on
the local population. The islanders are living in fear, and the
Doctor vows to save them all. But it doesn’t go to plan – the
time travellers have fallen into a trap, and Scratchman is
coming for them. With the fate of the universe hanging in the
balance, the Doctor must battle an ancient force from another
dimension, one who claims to be the Devil. Scratchman
wants to know what the Doctor is most afraid of. And the
Doctor’s worst nightmares are coming out to play...
The Doctor is the newest inmate at the most secure prison in
the universe and immediately starts trying to escape; the
Governor, the man responsible for the entire prison, sets out
to find out why.
Join the Doctor and her smallest companion on a madcap
adventure through time and space! The beloved sci-fi TV
series is now a charming picture book, perfect for Doctor Who
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fans of all ages. Unable to make friends at her new school,
Lizzie packs a bag and runs away. After accidentally stowing
away in the TARDIS, she meets the Doctor, a mysterious
woman who claims to be a time-traveling space alien. When
the TARDIS malfunctions, Lizzie and the Doctor are sent
catapulting through time and space, visiting the pyramids, the
dinosaurs, an alien planet, and more. Along the way, Lizzie
learns that making new friends isn’t so hard after all . . . but
will she ever be able to get back home? Featuring Jodie
Whittaker’s Thirteenth Doctor and an adorable new alien
species, this sweet storybook is a must-have for Whovians
everywhere, young and old alike.
For a Good Doctor there's only one rule: first do no harm. On
the planet of Lobos, the Doctor halts a violent war between
the native Loba and human colonists. Job done, the TARDIS
crew departs – only for Ryan to discover he’s left his phone
behind. Again. Upon returning, the Doctor finds that the
TARDIS has slipped hundreds of years into the future – and
that something has gone badly wrong. The Loba are now
slaves, serving human zealots who worship a godlike figure
known as The Good Doctor. It's time for the Doctor to face up
to the consequences of her last visit. With Lobos on the brink
of catastrophe, will she be able to make things right?
Featuring the Thirteenth Doctor, Yasmin, Ryan and Graham,
as played by Jodie Whittaker, Mandip Gill, Tosin Cole and
Bradley Walsh.
An urgent, on-the-scene account of chaos and compassion
on the front lines of ground zero for Covid-19, from a senior
doctor at New York City’s busiest emergency room
“Remarkable and inspiring . . . We’re lucky to have this vivid
firsthand account.”—A. J. Jacobs, bestselling author of The
Year of Living Biblically When former New York Times
journalist Dan Koeppel texted his cousin Robert Meyer, a
twenty-year veteran of the emergency room at Montefiore
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Medical Center in the Bronx, at the beginning of the Covid-19
crisis in the United States, he expected to hear that things
were hectic. On a scale of 1 to 10, 10 being overwhelmed,
where do you think you are? Koeppel asked. Meyer’s grave
reply—100—was merely the cusp of the crisis that would soon
touch every part of the globe. In need of an outlet to process
the trauma of his working life over the coming months, Meyer
continued to update Koeppel with what he’d seen and whom
he’d treated. The result is an intimate record of historic
turmoil and grief from the perspective of a remarkably resilient
ER doctor. Every Minute Is a Day takes us into a hospital
ravaged by Covid-19 and is filled with the stories of promises
made that may be impossible to keep, of life or death choices
for patients and their families, and of selflessness on the part
of medical professionals who put themselves at incalculable
risk. As fast-paced and high-tempo as the ER in which it
takes place, Every Minute Is a Day is at its core an
incomparable firsthand account of unrelenting compassion,
and a reminder that every human life deserves a chance to
be saved.
Embark on a strange and enchanting adventure with old foes
and monsters in this glorious crossover of Doctor Who and
The Wonderful Wizard of Oz. When a sudden tornado engulfs
the TARDIS, the Thirteenth Doctor and her fam find
themselves transported to the magical land of Oz. With a
damaged TARDIS and an unexpected stowaway from the
1930s, their only hope of getting home is to follow the yellow
brick road. But when an army of scarecrows ambushes them,
they quickly realise that everything is not as it should be, and
they're thrown into a fight for survival against a mysterious
enemy. As each of her companions becomes a shadow of
their former selves, only the Doctor is left standing. Desperate
to save her friends, she must embark on a perilous journey to
seek help from the mysterious Wizard of Oz - and stop
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whatever forces are at work before she and her friends are
trapped in the fictional world forever.
"In an epic investigation spread across fifteen years, Deer
battles medical secrecy and insider cover-ups, smear
campaigns and gagging lawsuits, to uncover rigged research
and moneymaking schemes, the heartbreaking plight of
families struggling with disability, and the scientific scandal of
our time.
Doctor Who must rescue the planet Dulkis and its pacifist
inhabitants from alien invaders and their powerful robots
"A first-person narrative that takes readers inside the medical
profession as one doctor solves real-life medical
mysteries"--Provided by publisher.
Everything you think you know...is a lie. The Doctor and the
Master; their conflict of light and dark has spanned many
times and faces across the universe. This collection - of five
short stories and a novella - explores the depths of darkness
in the Master’s hearts; the arch-schemer’s secrets and
sinister ambitions revealed through brand new adventures
and encounters. Join six incarnations of evil for undreamed of
adventures: a quest to free alien warlords... a dangerous
mission to save a vital ally... a meeting with Bram Stoker... a
shattering of lives on a distant world... a trial of wits to gain
untold power... and drop in on the Master’s latest incarnation
during his 77 years of imprisonment on Earth.
Free Refills is the harrowing tale of a Harvard-trained medical
doctor run horribly amok through his addiction to prescription
medication, and his recovery. Dr. Peter Grinspoon seemed to
be a total success: a Harvard-educated M.D. with a thriving
practice; married with two great kids and a gorgeous wife; a
pillar of his community. But lurking beneath the thin veneer of
having it all was an addict fueled on a daily boatload of
prescription meds. When the police finally came calling--after
a tip from a sharp-eyed pharmacist--Grinspoon's house of
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cards came tumbling down fast. His professional ego turned
out to be an impediment to getting clean as he cycled through
recovery to relapse, his reputation, family life, and lifestyle in
ruins. What finally moves him to recover and reclaim
life--including working with other physicians who themselves
are addicts--makes for inspiring reading.

Travel with the Doctor in this essential companion for
the modern Doctor Who era Since its return to British
television in 2005, through its 50th anniversary in
2013, to its historic casting of actress Jodie
Whittaker in the title role, Doctor Who continues to
be one of the most popular series in Britain and all
over the world. Who Is The Doctor 2 is a guide to the
new series of Doctor Who starring Matt Smith, Peter
Capaldi, and Jodie Whittaker. Every episode in
series 7 to 11, as well as the 50th anniversary
specials, is examined, analyzed, and discussed in
thoughtful detail, highlighting the exhilarating
moments, the connections to Doctor Who lore, the
story arcs, the relationships, the goofs, the
accumulated trivia and much, much more. Designed
for die-hard Whovians and Who newbies alike, Who
Is The Doctor 2 explores time and space with the
Doctor and chronicles the imagination that has made
Doctor Who an iconic part of culture for over 50
years.
A "gorgeous, thoughtful, heartbreaking" historical
novel, The Cape Doctor is the story of one man’s
journey from penniless Irish girl to one of most
celebrated and accomplished
figures of his time
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(Lauren Fox, New York Times bestselling author of
Send for Me). Beginning in Cork, Ireland, the novel
recounts Jonathan Mirandus Perry’s journey from
daughter to son in order to enter medical school and
provide for family, but Perry soon embraced the newfound freedom of living life as a man. From brilliant
medical student in Edinburgh and London to eligible
bachelor and quick-tempered physician in Cape
Town, Dr. Perry thrived. When he befriended the
aristocratic Cape Governor, the doctor rose to the
pinnacle of society, before the two were publicly
accused of a homosexual affair that scandalized the
colonies and nearly cost them their lives. E. J.
Levy’s enthralling novel, inspired by the life of Dr.
James Miranda Barry, brings this captivating
character vividly alive.
Premiering the day after the JFK assassination,
Doctor Who humbly launched one of the
entertainment world’s first super-brands. We begin
with a look at TV programming of the day and the
original pitch documents before delving into the
Daleks, which almost didn’t make the cut but
inspired many monsters to follow. After three years,
First Doctor William Hartnell left, prompting the BBC
to recast their hit rather than end it, giving us the first
“regeneration” and making TV history. We follow the
succession of Doctors—including Third Doctor Jon
Pertwee, exiled to Earth and targeted by the
Master—and see how the program reflected the
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feminism of the 1970s while gaining mainstream
popularity with Fourth Doctor Tom Baker . . . until
declining support from the BBC eventually led to
cancelation. Fan outcry saved the series only for it to
suffer a repeat cancelation. Yet many continued to
enjoy the Whoniverse in syndication, novels, audio
dramas, and Doctor Who Magazine. Paul McGann
impressed many as the Eighth Doctor in a 1996 TV
movie, but it failed to reignite the series. A new age
dawned in 2005 with Ninth Doctor Christopher
Eccleston and a serious special effects budget
before Tenth Doctor David Tennant helped rocket
the series to international popularity and a new era
of spinoffs. With Eleventh Doctor Matt Smith, the
show became a bona fide success here in America.
Following the program’s fiftieth anniversary,
Whovians will meet the Twelfth Doctor, ushering in
yet another era for the unstoppable Time Lord.
Featuring discussions of concepts and characters,
with insights from producers, writers, and actors from
across the years, here is a rich, behind-the-camera
investigation into the dazzling multiverse of Doctor
Who.
Dr. James Kauffman and his wife, April, were the
perfect couple: a respected endocrinologist and a
beautiful radio host. But under the surface lurked a
world of drugs, sex, and biker gangs. A world Dr.
Kauffman would kill to keep secret. In May 2012,
April Kauffman, a well-known local radio personality
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and staunch advocate of military veterans rights,
was found shot to death in the bedroom of the home
she shared with her husband, Dr. James Kauffman.
Six years later, in the fall of 2018, Freddy Augello, a
leader of the notorious motorcycle gang the Pagans,
went on trial for drug dealing and murder. He was
charged with arranging the death of April Kauffman
in exchange for $50,000 from her husband, who, in
addition to practicing medicine, was one of the area's
most prolific drug traffickers. Told by two
accomplished reporters and authors with exclusive
insights and details provided by two principal
players, this is the story about one man's descent
into evil and the people he took with him. It's a story
about a doctor who helped flood the streets with
opioids, about a husband who hid dark secrets from
his wives, and about a man so consumed with greed
and arrogance that he thought he could get away
with murder.
Find the TARDIS, the Doctor, and his companions
Amy and Rory in the different time periods and
planets they visit.
In the US edition of this international bestseller,
Adam Kay channels Henry Marsh and David Sedaris
to tell us the "darkly funny" (The New Yorker) -- and
sometimes horrifying -- truth about life and work in a
hospital. Welcome to 97-hour weeks. Welcome to
life and death decisions. Welcome to a constant
tsunami of bodily fluids. Welcome to earning less
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than the hospital parking meter. Wave goodbye to
your friends and relationships. Welcome to the life of
a first-year doctor. Scribbled in secret after endless
days, sleepless nights and missed weekends,
comedian and former medical resident Adam Kay's
This Is Going to Hurt provides a no-holds-barred
account of his time on the front lines of medicine.
Hilarious, horrifying and heartbreaking by turns, this
is everything you wanted to know -- and more than a
few things you didn't -- about life on and off the
hospital ward. And yes, it may leave a scar.
A fact-packed, full-color illustrated collection of
records that celebrates the best, biggest and most
memorable moments from the world of Doctor Who.
Doctor Who: The Book of Whoniversal Records is a
handy compilation of the greatest—and
strangest—details from the brilliant, imaginative world
of Doctor Who. Bursting with firsts and bests both
human and alien, this expansive compendium has
the answer to any and every question about the
Doctor, his companions and adversaries, and his
adventures through time and space. Discover a multiuniverse of astounding facts, figures, and fun—from
the biggest explosion in the universe to the first
human to time-travel; from the longest fall through
space to the shortest life-form that ever lived—inside
this ultimate must-have reference. Filled with fullcolor images throughout, Doctor Who: The Book of
Whoniversal Records is a must for every Doctor
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Who devotee everywhere . . . and everywhen. A
Whovian twist on bestselling gift reference books
such as The Guinness Book of World Records,
Ripley’s Believe It Or Not, and Star Wars:
Absolutely Everything You Need to Know, this
informative and entertaining digest features a cool
graphic cover with special effects that reflects the
Doctor Who aesthetic.
As a psychiatrist, Brendan Kelly is used to extoling
the benefits of a daily meditation practice, but
following his own advice is a different story. Finding
the time to sit quietly every day isn’t easy when
you’re already trying to juggle a stressful job, a busy
family life, a cinema addiction, a cake habit and lowlevel feelings of guilt over an unused gym
membership. But this is the year he is going to do it.
Can he improve his life by meditating for 15 minutes
every day? Will it improve his relationships with his
family and patients? And will he ever be more Zen
than Trixie the cat? The Doctor Who Sat for a Year
is a funny, thoughtful and inspiring book about
embracing both meditation and our imperfections.
‘An excellent introduction to the path of meditation …
The author describes both how difficult meditation
can be in the face of daily distractions and,
ultimately, how easy it becomes when simple
choices are put in place.’ Michael Harding
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